PSD HITS MAXIMAL INT’L PUBLICATION MARK

By: Elena Diaz-Castro

Writing a research paper is one thing, but getting it internationally published is another thing. It is the pinnacle of every research endeavor.

Getting researches internationally published is nothing new to the school since it has been internationally-acclaimed and referenced, however what makes this year’s achievement noteworthy is the school’s success rate on its publication bid.

This recent feat is relished by Philippine School Doha as its Senior High School Department’s research entries were accepted in various international publications, in not just one, but in 24 out of 24 entries. This one-hundred percent success rate fortifies the school’s vision-mission of strengthening research skills and advancing academic careers among its students.

Moreover, three of the researches from the Junior High School Department also penetrated the global publication.

Dr. Lorina Villanueva, the Vice Principal of the Research Development, Accreditation and Publication Office (RDAPO) stated that this is the highest forum that any research paper can reach as the researches are shared and used by research enthusiasts globally.

“PSD has all its teachers as Master’s degree graduates as well as Doctorate degree holders who are qualified to endeavor into research themselves and are qualified to advise students to be one like them,” Villanueva said when asked what inspired PSD to be a research-advocate school.

She stated that this achievement would impact the school in a way that would directly answer the school’s quest of being research-adept as one of its target learning outcomes.

“One secret to this success is by motivating the students who would not need to undergo a paper defense once they were able to publish their papers internationally,” Villanueva quipped.

Villanueva encouraged PSDians to continue nurturing their inquisitive minds so that they would be self-fulfilled individuals having no regrets about the things that they failed to do.

The following are the researchers and their advisers whose works can now be used to encourage, assist and support authors get more citations and publish quality research papers.

LIST OF PUBLISHED RESEARCHES

1. International Journal of Creative Research Thoughts

   - Women Empowerment: A Study of the Lived Experiences of Filipina Leaders in The State of Qatar

Researchers: Monaliza P. Cayatoc, MAG, RGC (Adviser), Mia Irish J. Coquilla, Althea Isabel M. Cacho, Nguyen An Nguyen., John Pherry A.
Atienza, Kyle Rjie P. Gascon, Jan Jerome R. Barcinas, Mohammad Hamad B. Khan

- **Manning The Rigs: A Study of the Life-World of Offshore Workers in Qatar’s Oil Industry**

  **Researchers**: Monaliza P. Cayatoc, MAG, RGC (Adviser), Rex Gabriel G. Dinglasan, Naima Adelaide A. Dagdag, Jan Dale T. Ortiz, Tristan Zachary O. Sarmiento, Estelle Rose G. Cardino, Mohammad Jassim A. Aldam, John Reuben D. Berania

- **Breaking Down the Silence: Unity Amidst Academic Diversity in The Senior High School Department of Philippine School Doha, A Phenomenology**

  ** Researchers**: Allen Vidas A. Rosima, MEM (Adviser), Bai Nadjia Makakua, Carla Jamille Tindogan, Kyle Ezekiel Leynes, Edwyn Chloe Caguan, Mark Anthony Gabieta, Jhezzy Anne Marie Mota, Gerick Sacatani, Elliza Faye Gonzales

2. **International Journal for Research in Applied Science and Engineering Technology**

- **Work-Life Balance: A Portrait of Filipino Migrants Onshore Workers in the Petroleum Industry of Qatar**

  ** Researchers**: Rowena Elsa P. Sagayadoro, EdD (Adviser), Klient Darelle C. Ajoc, Ahmad A. Guro, Julia Mae B. Barrientos, Pamela Nicole R. Macanip, Althea Morine B. Manaor, Angela Luz C. Nacario, Francine Leeyan D. Ramos

- **Afar from Creativity: The Lived Experiences of Multifaceted Professionals in the State of Qatar**


- **From Job Vulnerability to Job Recovery: The Phenomenological Study on Overseas Filipino Workers Job Cessation in the State of Qatar**

  ** Researchers**: Noemi F. Formaran, EdD (Adviser), Bandaying Fahad T., Milla John Paul, Seville Dynic Keen C., Perez Angelica D., Pujante Vianca Gloriene B., Ramirez Louise Anne D., Rupisan Raven Claire M.
3. **International Journal of Creative Research and Studies**

- **Playing Fair: The Role of Filipino Migrant Workers in The Qatar FIFA Industry**

  **Researchers**: Bobby Henerale, DALC (Adviser), Abad, Brian; Borjal, Carl Patrick; Cabrera, Elcid; Facto, Jotham; Rivera, Mark Angello; Apolinario, Desire; Avenido, Theone; Sano, Maia Elise; Ventura, Francesca

- **From Doubt to Confidence: A Phenomenological Study On Senior High School Students’ Academic Performance with The Integration of Gamification In Teaching**

  **Researchers**: Allen Vidas A. Rosima, MEM (Adviser), Andrea Canaria, Chelsea Gayle Amilao, Eissa Elijah Mandanas, Gherri Barbara Balubal, Isaac Ckier Mandanas, Joanna Adrianne Liggayu, Renzelle Castro, Ryle Sirach Gison

4. **International Journal of Innovative Science and Research Technology**

- **From Exposition to Adaptation: The Lived Experience of Filipino Educators Working in an International School Setting, A Phenomenology**

  **Researchers**: Julius A. Reyes, EdD (Adviser), Haroun Al-Rashad D. Sangcopan, Nathaniel P. Dado, Katrina Alyson O. Flores, Julien Danielle J. Diokno, Maria Donna Melissa L. Lu, Lloyd Hanz C. Yap, Jana Elaine B. Hermoso, Mark Francis J. Ison

- **From Anxiety to Positivity: Prevalence and Associated Factors of Anxiety among Newly Graduated Students**

  **Researchers**: Fredelito Don John A. Vallesteros, PhD (Adviser), Parino, Marshall Dre J., Carbonel, Precious Mae C., Geronimo, Heavenly Joy D., Ignacio, Jamillah A., Magsino, KhianaLaine B., Manzano, Jasmine Shawn P., Mapa, Cherubby M. Pineda, Shaina Heart P.

- **The Intercession of Midlife: Exploring the Idiosyncratic Occurrence of Ageing among Filipino Male Professionals in Qatar**

  **Researchers**: Fredelito Don John A. Vallesteros, PhD (Adviser), Krishna Marie S. Elaurza, Rowane Alia R. Ibarra, Jeanne Rose B. Mamangun, Algier Anne M. Rebutazo, Nicholas Justin R. Hernandez, Clapeyron T. Nilo, Hayden Christensen B. Tuazon, Philip John P. Valerio
• Defining Symbolic Camouflage: The Quality of Life and Sources of Stress of Single Educators in the State of Qatar, Phenomenology

Researchers: Fredelito Don John A. Valleseros, PhD (Adviser); Leanda, Tristan Anthony; Magtira, Hans Jelo; Mala, Mohammad Cedrick; Sandoval, Jose Luis Alfonso; Belgica, Chynna Alexandra; Edulan, Erika Louise; Mangalino, Jhaznine; Mendoza, Kristine Nicole; Valdez, Cyra Ericka Mae

• Untapped Realities: Phenomenological Study of Generational Response to Technological Change of Baby Boomers in the Digital Age

Researchers: Fredelito Don John A. Valleseros, PhD (Adviser); Apale, Jedrek Mari Gabriel; Avendaño, John Rainer; Balana, Marreon Joshua; Guevara, Marc Gregor; Custodio, Lady Sisley; Guico, Chelei Angel; Martinez, Aira; Rivera, Jewel Dorothy

• Towards Global Optimal Scaffolding: The Success Stories of University High Honor Graduates in Overseas Employment

Researchers: Lorina S. Villanueva, EdD (Adviser); Caranguian, John; Cuala, Cyr David; Maglay, Paul Merrick; Manaloto, Marcus Bernard; Medina, Jram Ymbrann; Yahiya, Yusri; Rafael, Andrea Lizette

5. International Journal of New Technology and Research

• Working Beyond Limits: A Phenomenology of Harmonizing Work and Life among Filipino Working Students


• Learning by Playing: A Phenomenological Study on the Influence of Video Games to the Senior High School Students of Philippine School Doha

Researchers: Keh Danilo Jr. N., MAEd (Adviser); Al Salous, Nasser Andre P., Amaba, Gabrielle Treb B., De Guzman, Ralph Philip F., De Mesa, Arvin V., Gonzales, Aron Godwyn C., Magadia, Christian Mariel C., Paguia, Jasmin Irish R., Paguia, Jennifer R.
• *From Behavioral Intentions to Guaranteed Customer Satisfaction: A Phenomenological Study on the Employee Motivational Practices in the Fast Food Sector in the State of Qatar*

**Researchers:** Danilo N. Keh Jr., MAEd (Adviser), Ryan Gabriel L. Daza, Yuan Chezter E. Inigo, Aaliya E. Jumlani, Ian Louie M. Ocampo, Cyrah Jael F. Puray, Phil Onil U. Santos, Ryu Hendrick P. Tomas


• *Beyond Mothers Light: The Adaptation Story of OFW Millennial Mothers in Qatar*

**Researchers:** Maricel T. Gubat, Med (Adviser); Celestial, Weyn Isaac; Corvera, Sean Justin; Jiao, Jacob Danilo; Refugio, Martin John; Soriano, Angel Gabriel; Yahiya, Ruslan; Aragona, Jacqueline; Ibanez, Alexie Lane; Tamayo, Alyanna Dennise

• *Shape of Life: A Qualitative Study On The Challenges Posed By Diabetic Students*

**Researchers:** Julius A. Reyes, EdD (Adviser), Jacob Cyril C. Burog, Patrick Lawrence S. Gomez, Kyle Dominic R. Reantoquio, Angel Rae C. Bartolome, Christina Ricci O. Bernados, Khuzyma S. Blin, Katrina M. Castroverde, Keziah Mae A. Gonzalvo

• *The E-commerce Era: A Qualitative Study on the Growth Strategies of Online Business among Philippine School Doha Senior High School Students*

**Researchers:** Joan Marie T. Alegario, MST (Adviser), Angela Nina J. Aldover, James Bryan M. Bondad, Genale Audrey V. Calpito, Julianne Kyle A. Caneso, Frank Gio S. Cruz, Gabrielle Mogene D. Olaes, Elysha Reigne S. Santos, Ralph Fredie M. Tomas

• *VLoggers: Altering the Students’ Pathway in Academic Life (Accepted and paid but not yet posted)*

**Researchers:** Evelyn S. Mariñas, EdD (Adviser); Friginal, Sophia; Friginal, Sophia; Anciado, Pamela; Barredo, Laeticia; Ungui, Nathan; Vitan, Justine; Quirimit, Mark

7. **International Journal of Advanced Research**
Behind A Masculine Space: The Experiences of Women In Male-Dominated Environments In The State Of Qatar

Researchers: Evelyn S. Mariñas, EdD (Adviser), Kriztianperry Felipe A. Alicante, Aaron Will G. Calbang, Ej Angelo R. Gamboa, Daniel V. Garcia, Thed Lorhen B. Hermoso, Krisha Denise L. Bautista, Alexandra Aaron G. Fauni, Maria Mikaela V. Herrera

Fandom Nation: Identifying The Self-Worth of Student Influencers Of Philippine School Doha, A Phenomenology

Researchers: Julius M. Edrosolam, PhD (Adviser); Luceño Laurena Denisse; De Guzman Aaron Christian; Vital Ian Ezekhiel; Arbo Edward; Arcobillas Nathaniel Jush; Abutazil Abdul Aziz

From Business Disaster to Professional Breakthrough: The Coping Mechanisms of Filipino Migrant Workers, A Phenomenology

Researchers: Roberto C. Jacob, MAT (Adviser), Guzman, Ebenezer I., Magtaka Cyrille Emir B., Rubin, Jef M., Turo Franco Emmanuelle P., Candaruma Alliah Venice D., Madriaga Francesca Viannca B., Somera Jania Ann Claret B.

From the Junior High School Department, the following are the research titles, research paper adviser and the researchers.

1. International Journal for Research in Applied Science and Engineering Technology (IJRASET)

Thu Use of Arduino Interface and Date Palm (Phoenix Dactylifera) Seeds in Making an Improvised Air Ionizer Purifier.

Researchers: Julie Ann Real, DEM (Adviser), Manaois, Roma Angelica, Barbacena, Safia Lucille B. and Palabrica, Mikhaela Gerrylyn D.


The Perceived Effects of Using Nonverbal Language in the Online Communication of the Junior High School Students

Researches: Julie Ann Real, DEM, (adviser) Carandang Mary Angela, Contreras, Angela Grace L., Diono, Precyleigh Caitlin J.

*The Making of an Item-locating Ringing Sticker Using a Radio Frequency Module*

Researchers: Julie Ann Real, DEM, (adviser) Dela Cruz, Mark Raphael D., Capili, Ralph Benedict J., Sofia Isabel A. Flores, Rueda, Ember Eliyah M., and Salandanan, Rionna Samantha V.

With this achievement, the school will further underscore the exposure it gives to its students to produce top quality researches relevant to the society and its people in general.